Our Services

Product
Development
Services

One of e-Zee’s main services to the Industry is to provide
Productwriter Developers to assist Insurer’s, MGA’s and Brokers with
the building and testing of Polaris products using the Productwriter
toolset.
Most of the major Software Houses and a large number of
proprietary Broker systems now run the Polaris Run Time
Environment rating engine and given the dynamic nature of the
market, companies in-house resources are often insufficient to cope
with the demands placed upon them.
e-Zee can provide experienced product builders who can start adding
value immediately given their pedigrees.
Personnel
Our experienced and highly skilled team has worked for all the major
composites and some of the largest intermediaries.
The team has over 55 years of product building experience and have
all worked in underwriting areas or as programmers for broker
software houses.
The team is located in different parts of the UK and can work on site,
or remotely, to suit in different client’s requirements. With staff in
Manchester, the South coast, South East and the Midlands we can
align resources to clients location as appropriate.
All our team are featured on our website and we can provide
testimonials and CV’s upon request.
Product Expertise
Working for some many Insurers over a long period of time and with
a variety of different backgrounds the team have a wealth of
experience across both Personal and Commercial Lines and have
written complex products including Mini-Fleet, Commercial
Combined and multi-peril Household products.
As well as building the premium calculation algorithms we can also
build forms and documents and specify EDI population output if
required.

In addition to the build services we can also provide mentoring to more
junior staff to enable Insurers to build up their skill base of in-house
expertise, thereby reducing the reliance upon contractors in future.
Testing of products is usually included in our contracts and is undertaken by
our experienced testing consultants. We can even undertake testing in
isolation for products built internally or by another party. For more
information please see our Testing Services factsheet.
Commercial Engagement
When approached by new clients we will meet your team to gain a working
understanding of what is required, followed by a more detailed review of
product specifications and other associated documents. We can then agree
how best to progress. This can be based upon a fixed number of man days,
or fixed price contract, to complete a particular piece of work. Where a
longer term and more flexible arrangement is required we can provide
clients with a bank of days which can be used on a flexible basis over a fixed
period. This approach can be more cost effective and gives the client greater
control over how resource is used. This block approach is typically used
where a number of developments are required in a short period or for
longer term maintenance contracts.
Proposals and Pricing
Before being appointed e-Zee will provide you with a formal proposal
featuring the scope of works, consultancy rates and the expenses. This will
need to be signed by both parties before e-Zee commence any work. The
extent of the proposal will be determined by the amount and quality of
preparation you have undertaken to date.
Speak to e-Zee
Should you wish to discuss with us ways we may be able to help your
organisation we have four directors spread across the UK so we can arrange
an initial visit to your offices at no cost to progress talks. Please feel free to
contact us.
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